Focused Homework Tasks

Year 3 - Term 4
Year 3 Homework is set on a Wednesday
to be completed for the following Monday. Not all pieces of homework may
need to be physically returned but
please use your Home Learning books to
record as you wish. You should choose
one focused task a week.

R.E.
This term we will be learning about Easter and the
Passover. Can you retell
the Easter story?

Science

English
1.Have a go at writing your own limericks—remembering the rhyme and
rhythm pattern—perhaps find some in
a book or on the internet?
2.Can you find any examples of narrative poems, at the library or online?
3. Create your own revolting rhyme.

Computing

French
Quel âge as-tu?
Can you remember the
months of the year in French?
Can you tell a friend/family
member when your birthday
is in French? Why not ask
them when theirs is too?

Can you make your own branching
database using yes/no questions to
sort categories? You could draw your
own on a piece of paper, or perhaps
you could use the website https://
www.j2e.com/jit5#branch that we used
in class to create an online branching
tool! Which category will you sort?

Design & Technology

Research:
How do we use magnets to
help us? Present your findings!
You could use this video clip to
help you: How do magnets help in a
scrapyard? - KS2 Science - BBC
Bitesize

Take a look at home for any shell
structures (packaging) - Note what
shape it is. How has it been joined or
strengthened? Can you disassemble
it into its net? Draw, take a photo or
bring into school.

PSHE
Think about how you keep yourself
healthy.
What is your favourite healthy, balanced
meal? Can you find/write out the recipe to
share it? Could you help make it for dinner
one evening?

Three times per week:

E

Times table fluency—you could use these tools:


Times Tables Rock Stars (TTRS) - see separate letters with your usernames and passwords.



Sing/dance along using these Super Movers videos—Times tables collection - BBC Teach

Any activity from our toolkit on the school website: https://charltonprimary.com/
Reading at home to an adult—this could be your reading book, a sharing book or any other text you
would like to explore together!

